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Abstract
What is the role of pragmatics in the evolution of grammatical paradigms? It is to
maintain marked candidates that may come to be the default expression. This perspective
is validated by the Jespersen cycle, where the standard expression of sentential negation
is renewed as pragmatically marked negatives achieve default status. How status changes
are effected, however, remains to be documented. This is what is achieved in this paper
that looks at the evolution of preverbal negative non in Old and Middle French. The
negative, which categorically marks pragmatic activation (Dryer 1996) with finite verbs in
Old French, loses this value when used with non-finite verbs in Middle French. This
process is accompanied by competing semantic reanalyses of the distribution of
infinitives negated in this way, and by the co-occurrence with a greater lexical variety of
verbs. The absence of pragmatic contribution should lead the marker to take on the role
of default, which is already fulfilled by a well-established ne ... pas, pushing non to decline.
Hard empirical evidence is thus provided that validates the assumed role of pragmatics in
the Jespersen cycle, supporting the general view of pragmatics as supporting alternative
candidates that may or may not achieve default status in the evolution of a grammatical
paradigm.
1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the role of pragmatics for the historical
evolution of grammatical systems. The system considered is that of negation, which is
claimed to follow a pattern of change known as the Jespersen cycle2. The cycle is
illustrated by Jespersen himself with reference to French, in which a weakening preverbal
negative is reinforced by a postverbal item that after a period of conjoined use, becomes
the default expression of negation. The initial emergence of postverbal reinforcement,
before the conjoined use with the preverbal negative becomes the unmarked option, has
been interpreted as promoted by presuppositional contexts. Such contexts are defined by
Schwenter (2006) and Mosegaard Hansen and Visconti (2007) as activated, where the
underlying proposition is accessible to the hearer because it has been mentioned before
or can be inferred through accommodation or contextual relations. The activated status
of Old French post-verbal reinforcements finds contrasted empirical support.
Categorical evidence that activation characterises a marked negative is provided by
preverbal negative non. This use of the marker is interesting in itself, given that its
disappearance is a specificity of French among Romance languages (van Hoecke 2006);
this disappearance may be a seen as a step in the weakening of the preverbal marker that
is conceived as an impetus of the negative cycle that again seems more advanced in
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French than in its Romance counterparts. More generally, the decline of preverbal non
provides critical data for the comprehension of the role of pragmatics for grammatical
change.
This paper provides for the first time hard categorical evidence as to the
involvement of pragmatic activation in the evolution of the grammatical paradigm of
negation. It is shown how that pragmatic function supports marked negatives, and that
the loss of that specialised contribution leads to a change of status of the item, whether it
be decline for non or accession to default status as with postverbal reinforcements.
Change of status is accompanied by semantic reanalyses of the distribution of the
contexts where preverbal non should be found, as the negative occurs with a larger
number of different verbs, a process hypothesised to characterise the crucial and
undocumented change of pas from a noun meaning 'step' used with predicates of
movement to a polarity indefinite indicating a minimal measure3. These novel results are
presented as follows. Section 2 looks at the background assumptions about activation
and change in the marking of negation, and shows how these assumptions are supported
by preverbal non in Old French4. The situation in Middle French is characterised in
section 3, where it is shown that loss of activation is correlated to use with infinitive
verbs. Why that distribution leads to the loss of the pragmatic value of activation and the
obsolescence of the item is speculated upon in the conclusion, which summarises the
argument. It is proposed that the role of pragmatic functions for evolution is to support
the marked items in a grammatical system, and that loss of that contribution can only
lead to the obsolescence of an item that cannot gain default status against a wellestablished unmarked expression.
2. Looking for activation
The question that the Jespersen cycle raises is why the grammatical system of negation
should change from a simple preverbal item to a dual embracing marker with a preverbal
and a postverbal element. The answer generally provided is that the phonetically reduced
preverbal item fails to communicate negation unambiguously, and that this is clarified by
a polarity item that most often occurs after the negative marker. Before it becomes an
element of the standard expression of negation, the postverbal item is assumed to be
associated to a pragmatic value. That value is hypothesised to be emphasis (Detges and
Waltereit 2002, Eckardt 2006, Hopper and Traugott 2003, Kiparsky and Condoravdi
2006, to name only recent work) or activation (Schwenter 2006, Mosegaard Hansen and
Visconti 2007). Relying on a clear intuition, the former is difficult to document
unambiguously. That is because ancient written texts do not provide systematic
indications of emphasis, because these indications are varied in form ranging from
prosodic cues to degree modifiers, and because textual progression is not shaped in an
3
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immediately recognised fashion. Because textual progression is influenced by it,
activation can be more readily tested (Larrivée 2010). The notion of activation
constitutes a reformulation of the notion of presupposition (Dryer 1996) as information
that is accessible to the hearer. Accessibility of a proposition follows from being
explicitly used in the antecedent context, or being inferable from accommodating
constructions or contextual relations. The nature of what introduces the presupposition
therefore allows a distinction to be made between explicit activation, where a proposition
is presupposed because it has been used before, and implicit activation, where
presupposition follows from contextual inferences or accommodating constructions (see
Larrivée 2009, and also Visconti 2009). Building on the work by Schwenter (2006, 2005)
showing that the use of some Romance post-verbal negatives depends on activation,
Mosegaard Hansen and Visconti (2007) set out to document the role of activation for the
emergence of post-verbal negatives5 in Old French and Old Italian. Old French provides
cases of post-verbal negatives in explicitly activated environments, as in (1):
(1)

“Se vous me voulés croire, …” Il ne le vorent pas croire, … (Joinville, P364-5)
„If you-NOM me-ACC want-PR believe, ... They-NOM ne him-ACC
want-PR pas believe‟
“If you‟ll believe me,…” They wouldn‟t believe him,… (Mosegaard
Hansen and Visconti 2007: 10, example (32))

The use of post-verbal pas would be motivated by the fact that the proposition is
accessible to the hearer by virtue of the fact that it has been used explicitly before.
Implicit activation is however concerned in the vast majority of cases, as in (2):
(2)

Ne l'oï dire, ne jo mie nel sai (Roland v. 1386)
„Ne it-ACC hear-PST said, neither I-NOM mie ne it-ACC know-PR‟
I haven't been told, I don't know it [at all] (Mosegaard Hansen and
Visconti 2007: 22, example (101))

The second proposition about the speaker being aware of a fact would be activated
through the inference raised by the immediately preceding proposition about the speaker
having heard about it, making it possible to have postverbal mie. The use of the
postverbal negative element in early French is not always clearly dependent on activated
propositions however. A detailed examination of the nine manuscripts of the thirteenth
century chanson de geste Le Charroi de Nîmes by Schøsler (2008) shows some considerable
variation: some explicitly activated sequences are found without a reinforcement in any
of the manuscripts, and a given sequence that is not discernably activated is found with a
simple negation in some of the manuscripts and a reinforced one in others6. The
5
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contrasted empirical support for the notion may be due to the fact that the available data
are simply posterior to the change: post-verbal reinforcement is already attested in late
Latin (Orlandini 2001: 70-71). That would explain why post-verbal markers are still to a
significant degree associated with activation, although mainly to implicit activation.
Implicit activation would have to be assumed to an intermediary stage between the initial
state of explicit activation characterising emerging post-verbal negatives and their final
state as elements of the default expression of negation dissociated from any pragmatic
contribution if the hypothesis about the trajectory of these markers is to be maintained.
The credibility of the hypothesis would crucially depend on the ability to provide attested
evidence about the role of activation in the evolution of some negative markers.
The unambiguous role of activation for the evolution of negatives can be
demonstrated by the uses of preverbal non in Old French. It is little studied (Larrivée
2010; see also Breitbarth and Haegeman 2010), but the article by Reid provides excellent
reasons to believe that activation may be involved with this use; described as "markedly
affective" (1939: 306), non modifies vicarious verbs avoir, être, faire and modals in a
sequence that is "always in some degree elliptical, the sentence being meaningless except
with reference to what precedes" (1939: 306). This is exactly what we are looking for of
course, as dependence on a previous proposition signals activation of the proposition
containing the negative. Non is used for "denying the truth of a statement, but also
making a negative reply to a question, and refusing to obey a command" (1939: 306).
These functions are illustrated in turn by the following examples.
(3)

(4)

(5)

Honte i avrai et reproche toz tans
'Shame I have-FUT and reproaches all times'
– Non avrez, sire, dist Vivïens li frans. (Aliscans, 204-5)
'Not have-FUT-2PP, Sir, said Viviens the noble-one'
J'aurai pour toujours honte et reproches.
– Non, seigneur, répond le noble Vivien. (Buridant 2000: 704)
"I will forever have shame and reproaches."
"– Not so, Sir, answered the noble Vivien."
Dist Chantecler : Renart cousin,
Vos me volez traire a enging?
'You me-ACC want-PR-2PP draw at engine'
– Certes, ce dist Renart, non voil (RenartR, I, 4365-67)
'Certainly, this said Renart, not want-PR-1SG
Chantecler dit: Renart, mon cousin, vous voulez me berner.
– Assurément, dit Renart, ce n'est pas du tout mon intention. (Buridant
2000: 704)
"Chantecler said: Renart, my cousin, you want to fool me?
– It is certainly not at all my intention, said Renart"
Nel ferez/
Par vos li mant qu'il nos soit secoranz
'By you him-DAT ask that he us-DAT be-SUBJ rescuing
– Non feré, sire, dist Bertrand li vaillanz. (Aliscans 208-209)
'Not do-FUT-1SG, Sir, said Bertrand the brave'

reviewer is that an unmarked negative should have license to appear in marked
environments. That is well taken, but does not address the case of reinforcements in
discourse-new environments documented by Larrivée (2010) and also observed by
Schøsler: in verse 2897, eight manuscripts have the preverbal negative only with a
discourse-new sequence, and one unexpectedly has mie.
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Vous lui demanderez de notre part de venir nous secourir.
– Non, seigneur, répliqua Bertrand le valeureux. (Buridant 2000: 704)
"You will ask him to come and rescue us
– I will not do so, Sir, replied Bertrand the brave."
The situation described by Reid is validated by the texts contained in the Base de français
médiéval, which lead to three further syntactic observations. On the one hand, it is
possible to embed under the verb to say the sequence in which non is used: 1 occurrence
of this is found in La Queste del Saint Graal (1220), 2 in La Mort le Roi Artu (1230), 1 in
Tristan en prose (tome 1) (13th c), and 2 in Coutumes de Beauvaisis (1283).
(6)

Et tu deis que non feroies (La Queste del Saint Graal, 1220)
And you say-PR-2SG that non do-PR-2SG
And you say that you will not

This goes against the predictions made by the analysis by Godard and Marandin (2006)
for whom activated propositions must be a root clause. The second observation is that
overt subject is inverted with non, suggesting verb raising to complementiser position
(Vance 1997 among others). One exception was found in the versified Enéas (around
1155) (3 further cases are cited by Collas 1964: ciii):
(7)

Sire, por coi m'avez traïe ?
Sir, why did you betray me?
– Ge non ai, voir, la moie amie.
I non have-PR-1SG
I have not, in truth, my friend

Finally, as pointed out by Reid, the use is found with conjugated verbs, as shown by the
following table that provides against the morphology of the verb the number of
occurrences in the prose texts of the corpus
Li Quatre La Queste La Mort le Tristan en
Coutumes de
Livre des
del Saint
Roi Artu
prose
Beauvaisis
Reis
Graal
(1230)
(tome 1)
(1283)
(1190)
(1220)
(13th c)
Finite
7
9
8
3
4
31
Non-finite
2
0
0
0
0
2
Totals
9
9
8
3
4
33
Table 1. Non with finite and non-finite verbs in some Old French prose texts
The two non-finite contexts were found in the Anglo-Norman7 late twelfth century
biblical translation Li Quatre Livre des Reis.
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(8)

a.

b.

Amon [...] sa volented li descuvrid. Respundi la pulcele: 'Nu faire, bel
frere, nu faire tel sotie' (Liv Reis 81; Anglo-Norman dictionary. Reid
1939: 306, note 4)
Amon told her what he intended. The maiden answered: 'Do not do,
stepbrother, do not do such foolishness.'
si li dís : 'Quele ure devum en Ramoth Galááth pur batáille fáire alér ú
nun alér ? (Liv Reis)
then he told him: 'What time must we go to Ramoth Galááth to do
battle, or should we not go?

The first example aligns with conjugated examples as it involves an imperative-like
infinitive. It may even be that the nu is not a variant of non, but rather a fusion of clitics ne
and le (David Trotter, personal communication).8 The intervention of non is not in doubt
in the second illustration. The beauty of this example is that the second infinitive aler 'to
go' repeats in the negative the positive infinitive that is the first member of the conjunct;
in other words, this involves explicit activation. This provides strong support for the
activation analysis.
Outside this corpus, one case of disputable activation is attested from Troie en
prose (13th c) by Garcia (1993: 52-53):
(9)

Mais celui qui est honis en cest siecle en l'autre avra grant vergoigne. Sire,
mout est mon cuer estroit quant je pens ce que vos aves fait et quant si
faite heine vous portent les dieus d'enfer par cui si fait mal vos est avenus
que grant corage vos vint de non revenir en la cite.
"But the one who is banished in this century and the other will have great
shame. Sir, my heart sinks when I think about what you did and about the
hatred that hell's devil must have for you, because of which so much
wrong was done to you that you found the courage not to come back in
the city."

However, since banishment is mentioned in the sentence before the evocation of not
returning to the city, this reasonably involves implicit activation. The observation that
implicit activation cases emerge subsequently to explicit activation supports the
presumption that post-verbal negatives found to be implicitly activated in attested
sources might well have been explicitly activated at an initial stage.
The conclusion must be that activation does characterise the propositions in
which non is found in Old French. Whether this carries over to Middle French is
considered in the next section.
3. Middle French
The relation between activation and preverbal non is categorical in Old French. Does
Middle French see the continuation of this relation? This can only be established by an
extensive empirical investigation. This is conducted on the basis Middle French prose
texts available in the Base de français médiéval,9 as versified productions may reflect
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stylistically marked usage. Eleven texts are concerned – Jean de Joinville : La Vie de Saint
Louis (1298-1309), Chronique de Morée (1320-24), Froissart : Chroniques (between 1369 and
1400), Les XV Joyes de Mariage (around 1400), excerpts of Enguerrand de Monstrelet :
Chronique (1441), Le Roman du Comte d'Artois (1453-67), Les Cent Nouvelles Nouvelles (14561467), Antoine de la Sale : Jehan de Saintrée (1456), Le Roman de Jehan de Paris (1494),
Commynes : Mémoires (between 1490 and 1505) and Rabelais, Le Tiers Livre (1546). The
exhaustive search for non yielded 710 examples that were divided in six uses. The prefix
use (Taylor 1976, van Hoecke 2006) concerns non relating to a lexeme as illustrated by
frequent nonchaloir, nonobstant, nonpourtant. Modification of a phrase comprises the two
cases of constituent negation, with expressions relating to a lexical alternative such as
degree terms plus 'more', and corrective constituent negation, with expressions to which
an alternative is provided by the context. Focus constructions are found in conditionals
that cancels the negation of the main clause to imply an assertion (as in the comparable
modern-day English he is nothing if not wise), and the corpus evidences a movement from si
X non to si non X that will produce modern French sinon 'except'. Pro-sentential refers to
autonomous uses standing for a proposition, with or without adjuncts, in coordination
and subordination. In direct competition with ne, the preverbal uses account for 22% of
occurrences with 157 tokens. An example of each use is provided below:
(10)

a.

b.
c.
d.

e.

Prefix
[...] les gens de bas estat, noiseux, rioteux et non sachans de la guerre, [...]
(Monstrelet)
the people of lower extraction, looking for trouble, riotous and ignorant
of war
Constituent
Il enclinerent le roi, et non plus avant. (Froissart)
They assented to the king, and no more.
Contrastive
laquelle chose seroit grant paine de escripre et non de lire.
which thing would be a great shame to write and not to read
Focus
que onques ne furent aperceü ne santi, si non a l'endemain. (Morée)
'that never ne be-3-PL seen neither heard, if not at the next-day'
that they be seen or heard only the next day
Pro-sentential
et le fist lever de court, vousist ou non, (Froissart)
and he made him leave the court, whether he wanted to or not

The preverbal use is thus well-established in Middle French (see the convergent
evaluation from Hirschbüler and Labelle 1997: 488 and Chen 2010: 100ss). Subsequent
occurrences found in the electronic data base of mainly literary texts Frantext between
1600 and 1800 are the 2 cases of non suis 'not am' in Béroalde de Verville (1610, Le Moyen
de parvenir, p. 276, 77 Committimus and p. 377, 104 Satyre); 1 example is found in the
1669 play L'Avare by Molière:
(11)

Valère. – [...] je proteste de ne prétendre rien à tous vos biens, pourvu que
vous me laissiez celui que j'ai.

Middle French starts, the concern does nonetheless not have impact on this work as that
particular text contibutes no occurrence.
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Harpagon. – Non ferai, de par tous les diables ! (Molière, 1669, L'Avare,
Acte V, Scène III)
– I assure you that I make no claim to any of your goods if you leave me
the ones I have.
– I will not by all the devils!
Reid (305, note 1) states that the last occurrence adduced by grammarians Haase and
Brunot is Regnard (1708, Le Légataire universel, v, vii). Three cases of decidedly archaic
style are found in Frantext after 1800 – Moreas' 1904 verse translation of Iphigénie "Non
violant les lois du ciel et de la terre, / non, je ne tuerai pas mes enfants pour te plaire !"
and two latinate occurrences in the 1920 Dictionnaire de théologie catholique, such as "La
théodicée répond à un mouvement est d'expansion et non est d'humilité."
The consideration of the uses in the corpus reveals the same syntactic parameters
as in Old French. Embedding is one of the indirect constructions that extend the use of
preverbal non modifying a finite verb beyond the prototypical root proposition following
a sequence by another speaker: subordinated and coordinated sequences from the same
speaker are found (both in Morée, all in Froissart, none in Quinze Joies, 4 out of 5 in
Artois, none in de la Salle, 7 out of 31 in Cent Nouvelles, 1 out of 2 in Jehan de Paris, none
in Commynes, 1 in Rabelais), to represent 46% of the 57 relevant occurrences. When in a
root context, subject inversion is possible, and categorical in the corpus: no preverbal
subject is found with preverbal non.
Both issues of syntactic dependence and status of subject are involved in the
major innovation for non in Middle French, that is the use with infinitives. The
distribution with finite and non-finite verbs in Middle French prose texts where more
than 10 occurrences of non are found is summarised in the table below:
Chronique
de Morée
(1320)

Froissart :
Chroniques
(13691400)

Antoine
Cent
Rabelais :
de la Sale: Nouvelles
Le Tiers
Jehan de
Nouvelles
Livre (1546)
Saintrée
(1456(1456)
1467)
Finite
2 (9%)
11 (44%) 10 (55%) 31 (57%)
3 (20%)
57
Non-finite
20 (91%) 13 (66%) 8 (45%)
23 (43%)
13 (80%)
77
Totals
22
24
18
54
16
134
Table 2. Non with finite and non-finite verbs in some Middle French prose texts
There is a clear presence of the use with infinitives, in stark contrast to Old French that
provides virtually no such case. This is confirmed by the more detailed breakdown of
tense distributions in all the prose texts of the corpus.
Finite verb
Past
Historic

Chronique
de 0
Morée (132024)
Froissart:
9
Chroniques
(1369-1400)
Les XV Joyes de 0
Mariage

Non-finite

Imperfect

Present

Future

Conditional

Totals

Infinitive

Present
Participle

Totals

0

1

0

1

2

20

0

20

1

1

0

0

11

13

0

13

0

3

0

3

6

0

0

0

9
(around 1400)
Enguerrand de 0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
Monstrelet:
Chronique
(excerpts)
(1441)
Le Roman du 2
0
2
0
1
5
3
0
Comte d'Artois
(1453-67)
Antoine de la 1
1
3
5
0
10
6
2
Sale: Jehan de
Saintrée (1456)
Les
Cent 6
3
11
11
0
31
16
7
Nouvelles
Nouvelles
(1456-1467)
Le Roman de 0
0
1
1
0
2
0
0
Jehan de Paris
(1494)
Commynes:
0
0
1
0
0
1
3
0
Mémoires
(around 14901505)
Rabelais:
Le 0
0
1
1
1
3
5
8
Tiers
Livre
(1546)
Totals
71
Table 3. Non with finite and non-finite verbs in all Middle French prose texts
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3
8
23

0
3

13

The non-finite verbs are constitutive of dependent clauses, and the independent
infinitive clauses found in Old French (in (8a)) are not attested. The items by which the
dependent infinitives are commanded furthermore relate to two types of environments.
The first is speech verbs (10 in Morée – conseillie and conseillèrent 'advice', dist et deffendi 'said
and forbade', donnés votre foi 'swear on your faith', jurèrent and jurement 'swear', promit and
promirent 'promise', requeroit 'require', seremens 'oath' –, 2 out of 13 in Froissart – desfendi
'forbade' and s'escuse 'to excuse oneself', –, all 3 in Monstrelet – bailleraient seurté 'assured',
délibérés 'decided', promis 'promised' –, all 3 in Artois – conclus 'concludes', conseille 'advise',
fait serment 'swears' –, 1 out of 6 in de la Salle – promis –, 4 out of 16 in Cent Nouvelles –
excuser „excuse‟, jurer „swear‟, proposé et promis „proposed and promised‟, promist ‟promised‟,
1 dire „say‟ in Commynes, and 1 out of 5 in Rabelais – promesse „promise‟.
(12)

a.
b.

c.

si fu conseillie de non mettre sa question en court (Monstrelet)
he was indeed advised not to put in question to court
nuls povres bacelers de bonne volenté s'escuse de non querir les armes
(Froissart)
some poor young man of good will excuses himself of not fetching the
weapons
et avoit promis de luy non plus logier sur les pays duditduc de
Bourgongne (Saintrée)
and he had promised not to stay in the said country of the duke of
Burgundy

86

10
d.
e.

et aussy pour tous dangiers vous conseille de non jamais porter la verge
(Artois)
and also whatever the danger I advise you not to ever bear a stick
leur dist tout hault qu'il supplioit au roy non vouloir riens entreprendre
sur le pays de Bretaigne (Commynes)
he told them out loud that he begged the king not to attempt anything on
the country of Britanny

Containing a high proportion of speech-act verbs, these make explicit the speech-act
dimension of the direct finite construction that as noted above can communicate denial,
agreement, promises and so on. Irrealis contexts constitute the second major
environment in which the infinitives are found: 10 in Morée (1 cessat 'stopped (doing
something)', 1 destourber 'disturbed', 1 empeschie 'stopped (someone from doing
something)', 1 furent en point de 'be on the verge of', 4 pour 'for', 2 tint de 'refrained from'),
11 out of 13 in Froissart (2 cesser 'stopped', delairoit 'to delay', deporte, deporté, deportee and
deportoit 'removed', imagination et pourpos 'project and aim', respiter 'to grant respite', sauver
'saved', sousfers 'refrained'), 5 out of 6 in de la Salle (1 deffendu 'forbidden', 1 gardez 'be
careful', 2 pour 'for', 1 question, although rhetorical), 8 out of 16 in Cent Nouvelles (1 affin de
'so that', 1 difficile 'difficult', 1 doute 'doubt', 1 espoir 'hope', 1 faisoient semblant 'pretended', 1
perdre espérance 'lose hope', 1 puisse 'could' and 1 correlative structure), 2 out of 3 in
Commynes (erreurs 'mistakes', pour 'for') and 2 in Rabelais (contristait „saddened‟, plaisir
'pleasure'). These contexts suggest a reanalysis of non modifying an infinitive verb as a
negative polarity construction. The fact that negative polarity status is also generally
assumed to characterise emerging post-verbal negatives suggests that such status is a
property that can be attributed to marked negatives. Negative polarity status is analogous
to the attested expletive uses (4 in Morée, 2 in Froissart, 2 in de la Salle, 2 in Cent
Nouvelles), in that both are dependent upon a non-veridical environment.
(13)

a.
b.

c.
d.

et lui dist privéement et deffendi de non passer R[obert ]. (Monstrelet)
and he told him privately and forbid him to [not] pass Robert
mais li rois desfendi a non ardoir l'abeie pour tant que il i avoit esté logié
(Froissart)
but the king forbade to [not] burn the abbey as long as they had been
staying there
bien vous gardez de non oblier les tres glorieuses et pardurables richesses
(Saintrée)
be very careful to [not] forget the very glorious and last wealth
Et pource qu'il avait douté de non pouvoir venir a la ville (Cent Nouvelles)
And because he had doubted to [not] be able to come to town

Not contributing to the interpretation of the sequence following which the negative
could be omitted salva veritate, these uses are exceptional in that they are assumed to
characterise weak ne and are not expected with infinitives with which they are exceedingly
rare in French at least from the Classical period (Larrivée 1994). Some occurrences in
texts at the end of the period fall outside these two distributional contexts, with 4 in Cent
Nouvelles and 3 in Rabelais. These two types of contexts do not impinge on the
distribution of present participles that are mostly adjuncts.
The dependent status of non-finites should have a bearing on the pragmatic
status of the construction, as explicit activation is stereotypically represented by an
autonomous sentence denying an antecedent proposition, and lack of autonomy
characterises non-finite verbs. This expectation is borne out by the data. Thus, finite
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contexts all associate to explicit activation, which applies only to a handful of infinitives,
1 in Morée, and 2 in Froissart, and not always in the immediately preceding environment
as illustrated below (the relevant underlined sequences being the object of the
translation):
(14)

Je le vous remonstre, car il est heure que vous le desfiés, se le desfiier le
devés." Li dus de Braibant se vei pris en parole ; et convenoit / que il
respondesist, ne plus ne pooit requler ne faire nulle disimulation ; et si
estoit li plus proçains que li rois d'Engleterre euist la. Et li fu avis trop
grant blame li seroit de dire non. Si respondi et dist si hault que tout
l'oirent : "Che que je me sui sousfers jusques a chi a non desfiier le roi de
France, [...]. (Froissart)
It is time that you challenge him, if challenge him you must.
– What I have withstood so far is to not challenge the King of France

in which the question of whether the Duke of Brabant should challenge the King of
France is raised before it is taken up by the Duke himself. None of the other infinitive
uses and none of the present participles but one in Rabelais (“ceux qui ont femme soient
comme non ayans femme” „those who have a wife should be as though they do not have
a wife‟) are explicitly activated.
The loss of activated value with non-finites verbs and the increasing use of non
with them is accompanied by a process of lexical diversification. Presumed to also
characterise post-verbal negatives initially used with a limited set of predicates, the use of
preverbal non with a larger set of lexically different verbs happens with non-activated
nonfinite contexts: activated finite environments are found with the same limited number
of verbs. Lexical diversification is demonstrated by dividing the number of lexically
different verbs by the number of occurrences, which yield over six times more variety in
nonfinite contexts as in finite ones: while nearly two infinitives our of three occurrences
represent a different lemma, it takes ten occurrences of finite verbs before we get a
different lemma. The number and identity of verbs is summarised in the table below:
Chronique de Morée (1320-24)

Finite verb
pensent, place

Froissart: Chroniques (1369- 2 etre, 8 faire, 1 pouvoir
1400)
Les XV Joyes de Mariage 6 faire
(around 1400)
Enguerrand de Monstrelet :
Chronique (excerpts) (1441)
Le Roman du Comte d'Artois etre, 4 faire
(1453-67)
Antoine de la Sale: Jehan de 5 faire, 3 avoir, 2 etre
Saintrée (1456)
Les Cent Nouvelles Nouvelles 11 avoir, 3 etre, 17 faire

Non-finite
2 aler, deffaire, descendre, 2
descovrir, donner, entrer, 2
estre, faillir, faire, ferir,
guerroier, mettre, partir,
passer, 2 porter, rompre
2 aler, 2 ardoir (+ 2 etre
ars(e)), cachier, desfiler, 3
estre, querir, tenir
Combatre, faire, logier
avoir, porter, retourner
convoier, cuidant, mectre,
oblier,
parler,
porter,
sentant, troubler
comparoir, croire, entrer,
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(1456-1467)

Le Roman de Jehan de Paris 2 faire
(1494)
Commynes:
Mémoires meïst
(vers1490-1505)
Rabelais: Le Tiers Livre etre, 2 faire
(1546)

etre, 2 faire, fourbir, hanter,
jurer, paier, pervenir, 2
pensant, povoir (venir),
querant,
recognoistre,
resister,
4
sachant,
trespasser, vouloir (marier)
advertir, avoir, vouloir

2 ayant, consommer, dire,
doubtant,
esconduire,
estant, entendent, laisser,
obstant, povant, povoir,
tenentes
0.09 (7 lemmas / 71 0.60 (52 lemmas / 86
occurrences)
occurrences)
Table 4. Lexical variety of the finite and non-finite verbs modified by non
These numbers provide empirical proof that a marked negative that loses its pragmatic
specialisation extends to a large(r) set of contexts.
One phenomenon where there is no clear evolution pattern is that of negative
concord. Preverbal non has 2 uses with nul and 1 with plus in Morée, 1 with plus in
Monstrelet, 1 with nulle in de la Salle, 1 with nuls in Froissart, 1 use with jamais in Artois, 1
with oncques, 2 with pas, 1 with point, 3 with jamais, 3 with plus in Cent Nouvelles, 1 with riens
and 1 with plus in Commynes, 1 with aucuns and 1 with personne in Rabelais.
Significant changes occur in the use of preverbal non is Middle French. It extends
increasingly to dependent environments beyond the root finite clauses where it is
essentially found in Old French. Constructions other than the immediate direct reaction
to the intervention of another speaker represent nearly half the occurrences with finite
verbs. This extension to dependent contexts includes new non-finite environments that
become the main context where preverbal non is found. This environment almost never
associates to activation, which is typically found with a autonomous sequence that denies
a previous intervention by another speaker. As activation is lost, a new role must be
found to justify the use of preverbal non with infinitives; contextual dependency on a
speech verb or on an irrealis context is emerging, without one of them succeeding in
imposing itself. The loss of activation with non-finites is also correlated to an extension
of the number of lexical verbs with which non is used. The failure to associate to one
clear pragmatic function leads to the decline of non that cannot hope to become the
default negative in the face of the well-established embracing negative ne ... pas.
The decline of non provides empirical grounding for the assumptions that a
marked negative may be supported by a pragmatic function of activation. The loss of
pragmatic function is signalled by an extension of the lexical variety and a reanalysis of
contexts of use. The failure to acquire default status or a new marked function is the
condition of the observed decline.
4. Conclusions
In Old French, preverbal negative non attaches to vicarious finite verbs be, have, do to
comment on an immediately preceding proposition, with an explicit pragmatic activated
value that is associated with finite verbs. This function seems to lose ground as non
extends to non-finite predicates in Middle French. As dependent events, infinitives do
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not have the foregrounded discourse status that would allow them to easily deny an
antecedent proposition. This leads in the 17th century to the loss of non that cannot gain
default status against a well-established ne ... pas.
The detailed examination of the Middle French prose texts of the Base de français
médiéval establishes the role of activation for the evolution of negatives. It evidences that
explicit activation supports the marked negative used with finite verbs in a categorical
way, and the one case of implicit activation is found in later Old French. This suggest
that implicit activation is subsequent to explicit activation, and this supports the scenario
that post-verbal negatives in Old French attested mainly in implicitly activated contexts
may have been explicitly activated in an earlier unattested period. In other words, that
post-verbal negatives cannot be diagnosed as explicitly activated in early French texts
may not be a conclusive argument against the speculation that they once were: if we had
only 16th century texts, we would be incapable of (dis)proving that non was initially an
activated marker. Activation is lost for the marked negative when it is used with nonfinite verbs in Middle French: in those contexts, it undergoes lexical diversification, and
is found with six times the number of lexically different verbs than in finite contexts.
This supports the speculation that post-verbal negatives had a distribution limited to a
few verbs as polarity items before they evolved towards gaining default status. The loss
of pragmatic justification for the non with non-finites leads to attempts at reanalysing the
construction, but neither polarity contexts nor dependency to speech-act verbs succeeds
in imposing itself. Again, this militates in favour of the received idea about the Jespersen
cycle that polarity contexts bridged the change of status of what were to become
postverbal negatives. Use in dependent contexts is a feature of the evolution of non with
finite verbs, which come to be used increasingly in conjunct or embedded sequences
rather than in root sequences reacting to the intervention of another speaker that
dominate in Old French.
Hard empirical evidence is provided by this paper that marked negatives can be
supported by a pragmatic value of activation, and that as this values is lost, the marker
must be either adopted as default, reanalysed as having a different marked contribution
or decline. The role of pragmatics for the evolution of grammar is therefore to prop up
marked items that may change status in the relevant paradigm10. This concerns both
emerging and declining marked items compared to the default expression of the
category.
The research on which these conclusions are based raises a number of issues for
future research. Relating to the history of negatives in French, the loss of non may be
hastened by factors other than pragmatic. Syntactically, the loss of preverbal strong clitics
(Goldbach 2008 and references therein) may have favoured ne over non, as it did se over
soy for instance. The fact that the preverbal positive si 'indeed' was never to be found
with infinitives (Richard Ingham, personal communication) may have had a role in the
decline. Competition needs to be assessed with other activated markers, such as
sentential nenny „Not at all!‟ (2 nenil in La Vie de Saint Louis (1298-1309), 11 nennil in
Froissart : Chroniques (entre 1369 et 1400), 4 nanil in Les XV Joyes de Mariage (vers 1400), 7
nanil in Le Roman du Comte d'Artois (1453-67), 1 nenil, 2 nennil in Antoine de la Sale : Jehan
10

And I would concur with the reviewer‟s comments that « pragmatics can play other
roles as well in the process of change, saliently that of triggering reanalyses of items and
constructions ». It would seem that on the whole the change in pragmatic status and the
possession of a pragmatic status seem to be two aspects of the same general
phenomenon by which pragmatic values characterise some members of a grammatical
paradigm to make evolution possible as these values change.
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de Saintrée (1456), 5 nenny in Le Roman de Jehan de Paris (1494)). Concerning the role of
pragmatics in the evolution of grammatical paradigms, the dynamics of marked and
default is often treated as an obvious factor (for instance Kawaguchi 2009, Waltereit
2009), but what the relations is between markers at critical moments of change needs to
be better documented. Empirically grounded study of well-attested changes will no
doubt provide a better understanding of the role of pragmatics for the evolution of
grammatical paradigms.
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